Six Questions of The Problem of ‘All‐In‐One’ Formulas
You need both – “all‐in‐one” and “individual supplements” – and here’s why:
The body is continuing building cells – yes, cells to create tissues, glands, organs and systems – hence it needs
to feed every cell for the body to function well. But today after 100 years of the industrial farming and pet feed
manufacturing, the food has less nutrients and therefore less food for nutrition. Dynamite has been one of the
companies that have research of soils for farmers since the 1940’s and has integrated the loss of nutrients into
their products. Their products are based upon nutrition science – history and modern technology ‐ and are
produced with natural plants and chelated minerals for 80 years.
Their products have complex physiology to address the feeding of every cell and today the veterinarians and
pet owners are able to treat animals with ‘natural medicine’ and rely less on pharmaceutical drugs. After
decades, Dynamite have developed three categories of nutritional supplements to meet animal health:
‘Foundations’, ‘Single Supplements’ and ‘Small Formulas’.

Step One – Foundation Formulas
Basic activities of living – eating, digestion, expelling urine & stools, jumping a fence, playing ball or chasing a
feather ‐ all of these activities require the body to perform complex physiology to maintain their health.
Dynamite has three categories of Foundation Formulas: Primary Foundation, Secondary Foundation and
Herd Foundation.
The ‘Foundation’ is considered an ‘all‐in‐one’ supplement and it is the ‘building block’ to improving all
animals by preventing the nutrition demands to ‘Robbing Peter to pay Paul’. The Foundation Formulas are for
daily consumption to address their species nutritional requirements and when the body does not need a
nutrient that would be unnecessary; it is ‘flushed out’ in urine or stools.
The ‘Primary Foundation’ formulas are TNT for Horses with DynaPro, Canine TNT with DynaPro, Feline
Purrrformance and Catazymes. These Primary Foundations supports high athletic performers, general health
or managing severe disease and/or illness.
As a ‘all‐in‐one’ supplement, let’s look at TNT (for Equine) or Canine TNT ingredients:
‐ Secondary Foundation: Dynamite for Horse or Showdown for Dogs
‘Secondary Foundation’ formulas supplies the basic activities of living – eating, digestion, expelling
urine & stools, jumping a fence, playing ball or chasing a feather the requirement nutrients for daily
living.
‐ Yucca Schidigera is a plant adaptogen and helping to support over‐used adrenal systems.
‐ SOD (superoxide dismutase) supports the immune system and anti‐inflammation.
‐ Miracle Clay (Calcium montmorillonite) is a detoxifier.
‐ Free & Easy supports the joints, cartilage, tendons and ligaments.
‐ Izmine has a wide‐range of micro‐minerals that are building blocks for producing enzymes.
The ‘Secondary Foundation’ are formulas for general healthcare and managing mild disease or illness.
These formulas supplies the basic activities of living – eating, digestion, expelling, urine & stools, jumping a
fence, playing ball or chasing a feather the requirement nutrients for daily living.
Equine: Dynamite, Dynamite Plus with DynaPro
Canine: Showdowns Dogs, Showdown for Small Dogs, Showdown Pro with DynaPro
The ‘Herd Foundation’ formula is a combination of vitamins, minerals and salt mixture for equine and
rudiments.

Step Two – Supplements
But when animals experience an illness or disease ‐ bacteria, virus, parasites, excess athletic sports or injury ‐
the ‘Primary Foundations’ and ‘Secondary Foundations’ will need a ‘Single Supplement’ or a ‘Small Formulas’
to address the needs of nutrients.
An example of a ’Single Supplement’
‐ Excess athletic sports can consume electrolytes – magnesium – causing knots in the muscles, lameness
gait, low energy, anxiety and resistance to perform. (Easy Boy for Equine)
‐ Female animals having ‘irregular ovarium egg release’ or chronic lower leg lameness with joint connections’
can be cause by inadequet manganese (Manganese for Humans).
One of the key factors of all Dynamite products success is that their supplements include a ‘variety’ of amino
acids chelated to specific minerals and minerals without positive (+) and/or negative (‐) ionied. Hence, this
‘variety’ of a mineral along with co‐working vitamins and herbs, makes a unique ‘single supplement’ highly
successful. (Single Supplements) Go to ‘New Essential’ Page
An example of a ‘Small Formulas’
‐ Injured or deficient joint cartridge. It’s normal to include glucosamine, chondroitin and hyaluronic acid for
cartridge, but Dynamite’s 80 years of research have concluded that there’s damage to the connecting ‘joints
system’ such as joint capsule, tendons and ligaments. And so, nutrients are additionally added to create a
“small formula” (Free & Easy). Dynamite has frontier the creation of new and unique ‘system formulas’ to
address complex organ systems that don’t exist at other companies!
(System Formulas) Go to ‘New Essential’ Page

Concern of Cost, Caution & Contraindication
When you write out the ingredients and the cost of their price, you’ll see that Dynamite products are less
expensive that other companies. By combining groups of supplements in the Advanced Foundation formulas,
the prices of supplement are less costly and enriches the synergist performance, makes it easier to digest and
is an easier format for feeding in clinic and at home.
Dynamite products are excellent for combining with pharmaceuticals because most the minerals are without
+/‐ ionized and therefore cannot not create ionic salts but always refer to the ingredients list for the polarity.
Dynamite products are designed to molecularly work each other, therefore, any products can be combined. A
few products have recommended combinations for better results.
Dynamite indicates that other manufactures of supplements should NOT be used when using Dynamite
products because the other manufacturers may not have produced their minerals to have been designed to
be ‘flushed out in urine or stools’ and therefore they can cause health problems.
Dynamite products are mostly organic, non‐GMO and manufactured with recycling materials.

Summary
Living healthfully in modern life is more complex than a few decades ago, but we have new technology to
create amazing ‘natural medicine cures’ to many of our pets’ challenges due to pet food manufacturing.
Dynamite has been creating supplements for 80 years – before airplanes began spraying insecticide and
herbicides – and today, all of their products remain being of natural Earth and chemical free. Ultimately,
there are no other companies that have developed the wide range of supplements like Dynamite – their
simply unique!
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